
History  (Link to visit in London) 
Chronology-  To sequence some events or two related objects in order. To use common words and phrases about the 
passing of time including calendar time.   
Event people and changes in the past- Learn about events that are significant in history- Great fire of London. Learn 
about the lives of significant people in the past who contributed to national/ international achievements (kings/ queens/ Guy 
Fawkes/). Tell the difference between past and present in their own lives.  
Interpretation- opinion- Identify and recount some details from the past from sources- picture sources… 
Enquiry- Find answers to simple questions about the past from sources of information. 
Communication- To show what they understand in different ways: role play, drawings, art, speaking.  
Breadth of story-  local area, in Britain, Wider world, history of Britain and the wider world (Gunpowder plot, Olympic 
games, Bonfire night)  
Range and depth of historical knowledge: Drama- why and what people did in the past (role play link). Use a range of 
sources to find out characteristic feature of the past.  
Interpretations of History- Use stories to encourage children to distinguish between facts and fiction.  
Historical artefacts- Sort artefacts ‘then and now’ . Sequence collections from different period- similarities and differences (wide range of 
sources).  
Organisation- Discussion, pictures by children, drama/ role play, models, writing, time lines, interactive displays, presentations.  
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English 
Writing 
40-60- initial and end sound, start to write simple words, beginning to use capital letters and full 
stops, sometimes use spaces between words, use CVC words and HFW words.  
ELG- clear sentences, capital letters and full stops, choose words that relate to the topic, starting to 
plan my writing by saying it out loud. Sound out words using my phonetic knowledge, forming most of 
my letters.  
Em- labels, captions, lists, explanations, stories. Words, phrase like structures and starting to write 
sentences. Vocabulary relates to the topic. Adjectives, conjunctions, story openers, capital letter for my 
own name, full stops and capital letters.  
 Terminology- adjective, full stop, capital letters  
Em+- lists, explanations, stories, write my ideas I the correct order. Learning how to write simple 
sentences and sentence like structures. Words relate to the topic. Plan my writing- saying out loud, re-
read my writing to check for sense. Connections between ideas and events, naturally use adjectives, 
use ‘and’ to join two sentences more naturally, write a beginning and an end, capital letter for my 
name, full stops and capital letters in my sentences and finger spaces.  
 Terminology- noun, question marks, verb 
Poetry-  
Pie Corbett stories- Avocado Baby, Beegu, Can’t You Sleep Little Bear, Cops and Robbers, 
Dogger,Elmer, Knuffle Bunny, Lost and Found, Peace at Last, The Elephant and the Bad Baby, The 
Tiger Who Came to Tea, Where the Wild Things Are, Billy’s Bucket, Where’s My Teddy, Fortunately 
Unfortunately, Monkey and Me, Once Upon aTime.  
 
 

 
 
Science: (link Forest School/Pond)    
Everyday materials 
-name variety 
-properties 
-compare/group 
-changing shape (change by heating) 
Fire Safety- fire brigade?  Bonfire night, materials etc 
?outdoor learning , DT vehicles, buildings 
Light 
-sources(link to RE) 
-formation shadows(link to materials transparent/opaque etc) 
Seasonal change 
-observe and describe weather associated with seasons , compare 
Working scientifically 
1.Plan to investigate-statement vs q (which can we test?), suggest next step in a plan, predict 
what may happen in response to a q 
2.Choose and use equipment- choose from ltd selection equipment, follow instructions to use 
3.Generate and communicate evidence-make relevant observations, take non standard 
measurements, use drawings/labels/pre prepared tables(class)  to present evidence 
4.Consider evidence-describe observation, make simple comparison, was it  as expected?, link 
cause and effect in simple situation 
5. Evaluate evidence- review and describe difficulties 
Possible contexts: making a light for a model using circuit, testing materials for building 
bridge/tower, observations of puddles/rain collection over time, measuring shadows, changing 
materials by heating (fire/Forest school), seasonal change.  
 
 
 
 

Geography (link to visit to London) 

 

 

 

R.E. 
Exploring the biblical creation story 
Harvest festival 
Sukkot (Judaism) 
Care of the natural world (Islam) 2- 
Light (4 hours) 
Advent/ christingle (Christianity) 
Diwali (Hinduism) 
Hanukah (Judaism) 
Christmas 
How is light used in festivals 
 
 
 
 
 

Computing: Visual 
Information (link Maths) 
Yr 1:  Let’s create?  
Clicker 6 
 

 

Music (orange and lemons, pop goes the weasel, London’s burning, 
London Bridge is falling down)  
Listening skills: Nursery rhymes and songs- to listen to and learn to join in. 
Listen to short pieces with growing concentration, recall sounds such as 
repeated rhythms and phrases.  
Performing skills:  Use voices in different ways: speaking, chanting and 
perform with awareness of others. Sing nursery rhymes and sings, speak chants 
and rhymes. Start to learn traditional songs from other cultures and begin to 
use voices expressively. Rehearse and perform with others. 
Rhyme and rhythm: begin to repeat rhythms as a round. Create simple 
rhythmic patterns, clapping games for people or objects, using body percussion.  
Composing skills: choose from a small range of instruments for which could 
accompany a story. Create signs and symbols to record music.  
Applying knowledge and understanding: Know how sounds can be made 
in different ways.  
Appraisal skills: explore and express language to describe music. Talk about 
sounds that they have made or heard.  

ART Autumn 1 Context Paint.Artist Christian Hook Contemporary 
.London 
EYFS-Exploring and using media 
Being imaginative 
Responding to artefacts and objects and design forms/Knowing about 
life of an artis look at work,compare with photography 
Expressing opionions ,notiving,making observations 
Painting-colour mixing,matching colours to purpose,experiment  
With texture,brush strokes and size,composition-foreground 
background,layering paint 
Vocabulary  
Autumn 2 Drawing Context Light  Artists Chiaroscuro artists 
Caravaggio/Nativity of Jesus by Geertgen tot Sint Jans RE /Science 
links Explore shading with different 
pens,pastels,charcoal,hatching,crosshatching, 
smudging,shadow,light and dark,perpsctive and composition 
 
 

 

 

 

 

PSE/BLP-.Theme 3 Living in the wider world- 
Respect for self and others,how to contribute to life of the classroom,help 
construct and agree to fillow class rules and  to understand how these 
rules help them,learn that people and living things have needs and they 
have responsibilities to meet them-take turns,share,return things 
borrowed,take care of property and enviroments 
Thme 2 Relationships communicate feelings understand 
fair/unfair,kind/unkind,right/wrong 
Theme 1 Health and well-being; healthy lifestyle, making choices, feelings, 
personal hygiene, network of people who care- in/out of school, safety. 
Getting changed for PE. BLP/Rainbow rules 
 

Autumn 2016 

Year 1  

London! 

  

Influences on Curriculum: 
Anniversary of the Great Fire of London 
Roald Dahl’s Birthday 
Talk like a pirate day 
19th, 20th, 21st Trip to Museum of London: 
Great Fire of London.  
Anti bullying week-Nov 
 

 

Maths  
Number: Counting to 30, count on in 1s to 20, count back in 1s to 20, count forwards in 2s to 20, count forwards in 
10s to 100. Read numbers to 20 (teens), write numbers to 10 clearly. 1 more/ 1 less to 20. Order random numbers to 
10. Ordinal numbers to 10th. Identify and represent numbers to 10 using different resources. Position numbers to 10 
on a number line. Odd and Even numbers to 10. Recall subtraction facts to 5. Read number sentences involving signs. 
Used a marked number line to solve addition and subtraction to 10. Explain how they worked something out. Find 
doubles to 10. Halves to 20. Halves and quarters of shape.  

 

Forest School 
Rules: boundaries. Taking risks 
safely. 
Learning about the year 1 area. 
- Dying fabrics 

- Climbing trees 

- Imaginary play 

- Mini beasts home/ shelters/ 

habitats 

- Creating 3D structures from 

clay.  

- Building dens/ shelters. 
-  

-  

 

PE:   CSE- Dance 
Explore body actions: cope and explore basic body actions form a range of stimuli (Great fire of London) (words, poetry, sounds, objects) 
Travel. Stillness .Move with control. Vary the use of space. Describe the effects of exercise.  
Copy simple movements and perform basic body actions- use different parts of the body singly and in combination show some sense of 
dynamic, expressive and rhythmic qualities.  
Choose appropriate movements for different dance ideas and to make own simple dance phrase with a beginning middle and end.  
Year 1 teacher- Multi- skills.  
Explore underarm, rolling and hitting skills.       Throw an object overarm- bean bag of balls. 
Explore travelling with an object.                        Sometimes catch a beanbag and a medium size ball. 
Track other equipment sent to them, moving in line with the ball to collect it.  
Kick a ball in the direction of a person.              Aim at various targets.  

Phonics 
Song of Sounds stage 2 
Whole class phonics.  
Potentially to start a 
stage 1 group extra for 
approx. 10 from year 1.  
 

 

 
 
D&T Autumn 1 

Design and Plan:  
Technical Knowledge 
Making:  
Autumn 2-Levers ,hinges,flaps,pop ups strengthening 

Outdoor Learning:  
Keeping safe in the area- transferring skills from reception to year 1. Learning how 
to use the area and where to store the resources.  
Skills for construction: creating spaces, building- stacking up, enclosing, 
connecting, attaching, climbing, transporting, moving, handling, sharing, turn 
taking, measuring, persevering, balancing, role play, re-enacting/ , acting, talking- 
reasoning, explaining, planning, concluding, sharing, 
Carrying, mark making, writing, estimating, sharing, reading. 
Skills for water area: Pouring, tipping, mixing, splashing, stirring. Transporting, 
transferring, sweeping, carrying, building , connecting, taking turns, mark making, 
listening to sounds, feeling the water, jumping, working together, sharing, filling 
Skills for natural area:  

 
 


